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MINIMAL N-COMPACT SPACES

K. P. S. BHASKARA RAO AND ASIT BARAN RAHA

ABSTRACT. In this note it is established that minimal /Y-compact

spaces are compact.

1. Introduction. Given two spaces X and E, we say that X is E-com-

pletely regular (respectively F-compact) provided that  X  is homeomorphic

to a subspace (respectively, closed subspace) of  Em  tot some cardinal num-

ber ttz [4]. When E = R, the space of real numbers, F-compact spaces are

precisely the realcompact spaces of Hewitt.  When  E - N, the space of

natural numbers with discrete topology, E-compact spaces are called /V-com-

pact spaces.

For any topological property tt and a nonvoid set  X, let  7riX) denote

the set of topologies on  X with property 77.  rriX)  is obviously partially

ordered under inclusion.  A topological space  (X, J )  is minimal 77 if J   is a

minimal element in ttCX).   (X, J )  is said to be 77-closed if J   has property 77

and  X is a closed subspace of every 77 space in which it can be embedded.

Our problem is to characterise minimal E-compact spaces for the case E = N.

For E = R, the problem was solved in [5].

2. Befinitions. A subset of a topological space X which is both open

and closed is called a clopen subset of X. MX) denotes the collection of

all clopen subsets of X.

A O-dimensional space is a Hausdorff space (sufficient to assume TA)

which has a base for the topology consisting of clopen sets.

A clopen filter J   on a space  X is a nonempty collection of clopen sub-

sets of X such that:

(i) 0 4 Ï;
(ii)  if  U, V £ 5 then   U n V £ ?; and

(iii)  V £$, U £ %iX) and  UDV, then   U £ 5.

A clopen filter J   is fixed if  M J 4 0 and J   is said to have the countable
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intersection property provided that for each countable subcollection y of J,

P)§ 4 0. A clopen ultrafilter is a clopen filter which is maximal in the col-

lection of all clopen filters ordered by inclusion.

3. Result.  In order to prove our result we shall appeal to the following

characterisation of N-compact spaces due to Herrlich [3J and Chew [2],

3.1. Theorem. A 0-dimensional space X is N-compact if and only if

every clopen ultrafilter on X with the countable intersection property is

fixed.

3.2. Theorem.   The following are equivalent for an N-compact space  X:

(i)  X  z's minimal N-compact;

(ii) X  z's N-compact-closed;

(iii) X z's compact T..

Proof,  (i) => (ii). Suppose (X, J) is minimal /V-compact but it is not

N-compact-closed.  Then there exists an N-compact space   Y with X 4 X C Y

i.e., X is not a closed subset of   Y.  Suppose  p £ X - X ÍX denotes the

closure of X in  Y).  Then p is an accumulation point of X.   Let C =

{V n X: V is a clopen  nbhd  of p  in   Vj. Note that  D<2 = 0.  Fix  xQ £ X.

Define a topology d  on  X  by the following open neighbourhood bases:

d(x) = clopen nbhds  of x in (X, J), x 4 x  ;

ô(xQ) = {C U G: C £ C and G is any clopen nbhd of x    in J \.

(1) (X, 5)  z's 0-dimensional.   Let C UG £ d(xQ).  Then it is already open

in o. Again, (C u G)c = Cc O Gc, a clopen set in (X, J ) and belongs to

d(x) for any x £ Cc Ci Gc and hence is open.  So  C U G  is a clopen set in S.

Take  x 4 xQ  and  U £ u(x). We have to exhibit an S-clopen set inside   U.

Without loss of generality let  x„ 4 U.   Choose  C £ C  such that x, xQ 4 C.

Now  C u Uc £ vixQ) and is clopen in o. So, U n Cc contains x and is con-

tained in   U.   Also it is clopen in o.  (X, d)  is thus proved to have a base

consisting of clopen sets.  We shall have to show that  o  is Hausdorff.  It

suffices to show that  o is   T..   Let x and  y be two distinct points of X. If

x and y are both different from xQ, then there is nothing to show.  So, let us

assume  y 4 x = x Q.  Since (X, J)  is 0-dimensional there exists a J-clopen

set G with xQ £ G and y 4 G.  Again, since  (|C = 0, it is possible to find

C £ £ such that y 4 C.   Then C u G £ S(xQ) by definition and y 4 (C u G).

Thus  (X, d)  is   Tn.   The O-dimensionality of (X, S)  is now proved.

(2) (X, d) z's strictly weaker than ÍX, J). Since Y is a 0-dimensional

space, there exists a clopen nbhd VQ of p in y such that xQ ^ V Then

Vc0 n X (= (Y - V0) n X)  is a J-dopen  nbhd  of xQ.
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Claim.   Ve Cl X 4 S.  Since (X, d)  is 0-dimensional and since  x. £

Ve- n X £ S, there should exist an d-clopen set of the form C.U G,  such that

x0 e C j U G j C V£ n X.   Then  CjCl/JnXC^.  But C^V^X where

V.   is a clopen nbhd of p in   y.   Hence

0= Cj n V0= vxn x n v0 = x niVjO v0)

—a contradiction.

(3) (X, S)  z's N-compact.   Let ll be an ultrafilter of S-clopen sets with

countable intersection property.  Because of Theorem 3.1 we shall show that

f|U 4 0.  If xQ £ flu, nothing to prove.  Let x    iTlli.  Then there exists

U £ 11  such that xQ ^ t/.   Without loss of generality   U can be taken to be of

the form  X - (C U G) = (C U G)c where  C  uG e S(xQ)   [xQ e (ic . So there

exists C U G e S(xQ) such that xQ £ C u G C Uc.  Therefore, xQ 4 (C U G)c

3 [/ and (C U G)c  is clopen in S. So (C u G)c ell by definition of ll.]

Let J"  be an ultrafilter of J-clopen sets containing   U.  If A  has count-

able intersection property then J"  will be fixed because of Theorem 3.1 as

(X, J)  is N-compact.  Then 11 will be fixed also.  Let  IF  : n > l\ be a

countable subfamily of J". Write  F   n ¡J = H    (say).  Then H   = F   O U =
' n 77 J n n

F   nie uG)c. So
n

//^=FC UC uG=Cu(Fc uG)eS(xn).
77 77 72 U

In fact C U (G uFc) is clopen in d. So H    is d-clopen for each tz.  Let

D £ Ll.  Then  H   O D 4 0 tot all n.   Thus inasmuch as   Ll  is an ultrafilter of
77

clopen sets, H    £  U for ail n.  Therefore, since   il has countable intersec-

tion property, ñ~=1 Hn¿0  i.e., f|~=1 ÍF„ n U) 4 0   or (fl"=1 Fj n í/^0.

In particular II00.., F    p 0.  Thus J   has countable intersection property, so

Ll is fixed.  Hence   (X, d)  is N-compact as it is already proved to be 0-dimen-

sional.

Now (X, o) is N-compact and o is strictly weaker than J . So the mini-

mality of the N-compact space (X, J ) is contradicted. We therefore conclude

that  X = X  i.e.,  X  is closed in   y.

(ii) =» (iii).  This follows from the fact that every N-compact space  X

has a 0-dimensional compactification;  e.g., /Si „ .¡X.

(iii) =» (i). Suppose (X, J ) is a compact N-compact space. Then it is

well known that (X, J ) is minimal Hausdorff. Since each N-compact space

is  T2, ÍX, J)  must be minimal N-compact.     Q.E.D.

4. Remarks. The results of [5] and this paper may lead one to conjecture

that for any E, a minimal E-compact space is compact.  However, this is not
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the case.  Let  E  be the countable minimal Hausdorff space which is not

compact [l]. Then E is clearly minimal E-compact but not compact.
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